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Part 1. Concepts defs, pictures, basic properties – get familiar!

Graph G → topological space |G| (= G + ends)

paths in G → arcs in |G|
cycles in G → circles in |G|
spanning trees in G → TSTs in |G|

+ related concepts boundaries of hyperbolic graphs/groups

Part 2. Applications & techniques – and open problems
The case for |G|: natural home for 1 grth toolkit for you: lots left to do!
Ends not as chosen topic (as in Menger) but as solution to problems

Part 3. The topological viewpoint

− standard homologies for G and |G|
− a new homology to capture C(G)

(Can topology help with cycles, Euler tours, flows, χ-ϕ duality. . . ?)
Just new names:
cycles → homology; flows → cohomology; χ-ϕ duality → Poincaré duality
Use topology to get the big picture right – eg, what is a flow in |G|?
TOOL: reduct’n in ‘free gps using1 (∼ Q) words’→ group people, π1(R-trees)1
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Arcs and circles, naively

Initial idea: Playful start: ‘wouldn’t it be nice if we had. . . ’

A ‘Hamilton circle’ through 3 ends

Iterated idea:

⇒ no idea But: topology will help
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The Freudenthal compactification |G| of G

The ends of G are its equivalence classes of rays (1-way 1 paths),
where R ∼ R0 iff no finite set of vertices separates R from R0.

2 ends

1 end 2ℵ0 ends

Points of |G|: G as a 1-complex, + ends

Basic open sets:
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⇒ every ray converges to ‘its’ end ∀ nbhd of ω ⊇ a tail of ∀R ∈ ω

→ Show basic open sets in |T2|: same as prod.top 2N, and [0, 1] (add ladders)

Lemma. |G| is compact. (For G locally finite and connected)

Eg, every 1 sequence of v’s has a subsequence → an end: COMB
This is sequential compactness, but for 2nd-ctble spaces that’s the same.
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Arcs and circles, topologically

Arc: 1–1 cont’s image in |G| of [0, 1]
Circle: 1–1 cont’s image in |G| of S1

⇒ all our naive ‘circles’ are circles.
(show convergence at ‘mixed end’ in 2nd example)

Any other arcs or circles?
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The ‘wild circle’ W pf: use lin.order; see Ü

Got more than we bargained for. But:

Such ‘cycles’ are necessary! So topology saved us! (see 2 Comments)

Example 1: W = boundary of outer face, so this should be a ‘cycle’.
[Example 10: W =

P
(finite face bdries), hence in C (need 1 sums there).]

Example 2: Hamilton circles must pass through all the ends – typically 2ℵ0 .

Jumping Arc Lemma. Let {U,W} be a bipartition of V (G)
into connected sets. Iff the U–W cut F consists of finitely many
edges, every U–W arc in |G| contains an edge from F .

Prove! For finite cut, consider the subspace topology or the arc!
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Would be nice to have a notion of ‘end-degree’, to prove things like
C is a circle ⇔ ∀x ∈ C: d(x) = 2.
EXAMPLE: Z /∈ C though d(v) = 2, since d(ω) = 1.
Traditional (Halin):

Combinatorial degree of an end ω:
vertex-degree: max # disjoint rays in ω (Halin: max ∃ )

edge-degree: max # edge-disjoint rays in ω
But in what sense does the wild circle W = H have deg’s 2? The ends of H
have comb.deg 1. In G, all ends have comb.deg 2, but those rays 6⊆ H.

Topological degree of an end ω:
vertex-degree: max # disjoint arcs in ω (Bruhn/Stein: max ∃ )

edge-degree: max # edge-disjoint arcs in ω

Topological degrees make sense in subgraphs H ⊆ G:

− consider arcs in H ⊆ |G|, but always the ends of G.

Example:

H is a circle ⇔ H is topologically connected and
every vx and end in H has (top) degree 2

For H = G (loc.finite), comb/top end degrees coincide. Bruhn/Stein

⇒ only topological degrees are needed
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TSTs: topological spanning trees

Definition. A TST is an arc-connected standard subspace of |G|
containing all vertices and ends but no circle. define ‘standard’!

NB: Standard subspaces containing all ends are closed.
For closed subspaces: connected ⇒ arc-connected.

So for TSTs it’s enough to show ‘connected’—which is much easer.

Not a TST:

Two TSTs:

Theorem. For closed standard subspaces T ⊆ |G| containing all
the vertices, the following are equivalent: only (ii)⇒ others is hard; s.u.

• T is a TST; PROVE (i)⇔(ii); see bottom of page

• T is edge-maximal without a circle;

• T is edge-minimally arc-connected;

• Any two points of T are joined by a unique arc in T .

Fundamental cuts of TSTs are finite.
PROOF: like jump.arc, but with sides arc-conn’d rather than graph-conn’d;
an infinite fund.cut would create a circle in T . Or note that the two compts
of T r f̊ (for f = xy) containing the two arc-compts Tx, Ty are closed and
hence equal to Tx, Ty, so the cut must be finite by the usual argument (see
Ex-solution).

PROOF OF (ii)⇒ (i) First show them false pf that T is arc-conn’d: ‘if ∃ 2
arc-compts, pick a vx in each and add the edge. The circle created ⊇ arc
joining the two compts, contradiction. Error: one compt might consist of
just an end. THEN PROVE ‘conn.d’ instead: if not, ∃ 2 compts containing a
vx, since any compt ⊇ V (G) also contains all ends (since it’s closed). Again,
add the edge (uv say) to create a circle ⊇ a u–v arc A. The compts induce a
dec’n of A showing that A is disconn’d, contradiction.
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For spanning trees T : T is a TST ⇔ T is ‘end-faithful’.

In particular, normal spanning trees (NSTs) have TST closures.
⇒ ∃ ! normal ray in every end of G

r

G

T

NSTs always exist, and are the most useful TSTs:

T an NST ⇒ |G| has the ‘same’ basic open sets as |T |
(their vx sets are ‘up-trees’ btc, for S := {s | s < t})

But there are other TSTs:

A ‘disconnected’ TST
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The topological cycle space

Cfin(G) :=
≠
E(C) | C cycle in G

Æ
finite sums mod 2

Ctop :=
≠
E(C) | C circle in |G|

Æ
thin infinite sums mod 2

circuit : edge-set of circle

Example:

Z E(Z) /∈ C ( := Ctop)

Properties of C (:= Ctop) Bottom line:
Nice consistent theory, ingredients fit together. Still to come: also useful.

• The fundamental circuits of any TST generate C
Proof: C 3 C =

P
e∈CrT Ce (needs jump.arc & fund.cuts finite)

1. Works only for TST; 2. Cor for NST: C generated by finite circuits

• C = {finite cuts }⊥ and Cfin = { cuts }⊥
(pf of ⊇ in ↑ : any D ∈ ↑ satisfies D =

P
e∈DrT

Ce, AS IN PROOF ABOVE)

{finite cuts } = C⊥ and { cuts } = C⊥fin
All combinations with ‘cycle’, ‘cut’, ‘finite’ and ‘⊥’ used exactly once

? • C = {F ⊆ E(G) | d(V,F )(x) is even ∀x ∈ V ∪≠ } ≠ = ends

− even vx degrees not enough:

− end degrees are edge-degrees: E
≥ ¥

/∈ C

− even/odd defined even for infinite degrees of ends

− known only for F = E(G) MAJOR OPEN PROBLEM!

• Every D ∈ C is a disjoint union of circuits. discuss pf in Talk 2
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Compactification vs. metric completion

For G locally finite, |G| is metrizable. Generally:

Theorem. |G| metrizable ⇔ G has an NST. TWO characterizations!
If interested in |G|: a metric exists, an NST shows it (canonically).
If interested in NSTs: they’re not just convenient, but deserve their attention.

‘⇐’: NST → for e ∈ E(T ) let `(e) := 2−height(e)

→ for x, y ∈ V (G)∪≠(G) let d`(x, y) :=
P

e∈xTy `(e)
→ metric on |G| inducing the correct topology

insert edges e ' [0, `(e)]

|G| compact ⇒ complete as a metric space

⇒ |G| is the (unique) completion of the metric space (G, d`)
In that completion, d`(ω, ω0) is defined differently via Cauchy seq’s, but
= d`(ω, ω0) as def’d above using a double ray in T .

Trivially, the above d` also satisfies ∀u, v ∈ V (G):
(all u–v paths P are wlog in T : replace edges uv /∈ T by uTv)

d`(u, v) = inf
X

e∈P

`(e) over all u–v paths P in G. (∗)

A. emailed a graph (9.10.07) where this inf isn’t attained by any path, fin or inf.

Conversely, given any function of edge lengths `:E(G)→ (0, 1],
(∗) defines a metric d` on G, and we can study its completion.
The inf is never 0 for u 6= v, because every u–v path P contains an edge at u
and these are only finitely many.

Theorem. Whenever `:E(G)→ (0, 1] satisfies
P

e∈G `(e) < 1,
the completion of (G, d`) coincides with |G|.

How about other metrics on G? eg, hyperbolic metric. . .

→ go to Angelos’ workshop. . .
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Graphs with Ends II: applications and techniques

1. Cycle space applications

A topological Euler tour through F ⊆ E(G) is a closed topological
path in |G| that is injective inside edges, traverses every edge in
F exactly once, and traverses no other edge.
Traditional: ask for Eulerian double rays. Fails if G has > 3 ends.

‘Euler’s theorem’.
|G| contains a topological Euler tour through F iff F ∈ C(G).
Not clear why this should be true: we can’t just ‘concatenate’ 1’ly many
circuits, eg disjoint ones, blindly: the topology has to be ‘right’.

Call G∗ a dual of G if E(G∗) = E(G) and the bonds (min’l cuts)
of G∗ are precisely the circuits of G. These may be infinite. We
have to allow certain non-locally finite graphs, and adjust |G|.
(∗) No two v’s are joined by 1’ly many edge-disjoint paths. USE IToP!

D

... ...

... ...

‘Whitney’s theorem’.
G has a dual iff G is planar. When G is 3-connected, this dual G∗

is unique (and 3-connected), and G∗∗ = G.
Uniqueness and G∗∗ = G fail for duality of only finite cuts/circuits.
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A family F of edges sets is sparse if no edge lies in > 2 elt’s of F .
Example: facial circuits in (finite) plane graphs.
For Cfin, ‘⇒ ’ of ML fails below: we need1 face bdries, even to generate Cfin

sparsely.

e

‘MacLane’s theorem’.
G is planar iff C(G) has a sparse generating subset.

A cycle/circle C is peripheral if C has no chord and V (C) does
not separate G.
For Cfin, ‘⇐’ of K–T fails: too many 1 periph’l circles can kill planarity too.

‘Kelmans–Tutte theorem’.
G (3-conn’d) is planar iff every edge lies on 6 2 peripheral circles.
The foll. thm is surprising: Finite perhipheral cycles can be found by ‘focussing’
(see new pf) but in inf.G, @ cycle ‘at 1’ in the focus: inf.circles go through
ends. It’s also important: it relates algebraic structure of C to graph structure.

‘Tutte structure theorem’.
G 3-connected ⇒ the peripheral circuits generate C(G).
The ML fig above shows both that 1 circuits are needed to generate (as e
lies in no finite peripheral circuit), and that 1 sums are needed (to generate
any finite circuit through e).

‘Gallai’s partition theorem’.
E(G) either lies in C(G) or partitions into a cut and two elements
of C(G) each induced by one side of the cut.
Makes no sense for Cfin, since this would imply that each side, and hence G,
is finite.
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2. Applications in ‘extremal’ infinite graph theory
Forcing local structure (Kn minor) by global assumptions (‘many edges’), or
forcing global structure (Hamilton cycle) by local assumptions (min.deg)
Two reasons why there is no infinite extremal graph theory:

• need ‘more paths and cycles’ (as in ML etc) print COMMENT!

• ‘many edges’, large δ ; anything (eg, dense minors)
In fin, large δ forces dense minors even when girth is large, ie locally = tree.
Reason: have to ‘wrap up’ at the end. THM: every way of wrapping up
creates a TKr (say).
In infinite G, can spread ‘unwrapped’ for ever (borrow edges from children).
NEED: make wrapper, ie compactify & require high deg at compactif.n pts!

***draw tree of large min.deg here***

⇒ need high-degree ends as ‘wrapper’
Large δ and end-deg can occur in plane graph, hence cannot force a K5 minor.
Example: In Tδ, link up each level by a path: the unique end has 1 deg.
Theorem. Let G be a locally finite graph.

(i) If δ(G) > 2k2 +6k and every end of G has vertex-degree at
least 2k2 +2k+1, then G has a (k+1)-connected subgraph.

(ii) If δ(G) > 2k and every end of G has edge-degree > 2k, then
G has a (k +1)-edge-connected subgraph.

In (ii), one should really bound the multiplicities of edge-ends. But in locally
finite G these coincide with the ends, and their multiplicity is the edge-degree.
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Hamilton circles

Conjecture. G planar, 4-connected ⇒ |G| ⊇ Hamilton circle.

Progress: Yu’s talk

Conjecture. G 2-connected ⇒ |G2| has a Hamilton circle.

Proof: Georgakopoulos’ talk

Problems. Let G be countable but not necessarily locally finite.

• G is connected ⇒ |G3| has a Hamilton circle.

• G is 2-connected ⇒ |G2| has a Hamilton circle.

• If |Gd| has a Hamilton circle then so does |Gd+1|.

NB. If |Gd| is to have a Ham.circle then ≠ must be a compact subspace
of |Gd|. But it is; see (65) in Problems file.
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3. Techniques

Constructing arcs and TSTs greedily

. . .usually fails.

Example 1: constructing TSTs from below

(Prove: Every acirclic standard subspace of |G| extends to a TST.)
Circles arise at limit step if finite Tn are chosen greedily = ‘blindly’.

Example 2: constructing an arc by extension eg just fwd along G

(Prove: Every D ∈ C contains a circle through any given e ∈ D.)
Finite: just extend e to path in

S
D until closed. 1: can’t find wild circle

like this – how emerge from an end? BUT: the wild circle is the union of finite
face bdries, hence in C, so it MUST contain a circle through every edge!

The use of compactness

Challenge: additional requirements on the limit
such as ‘continuity at ends’. A typical assertion desired for the limit is not
‘finitary’, ie can fail even if all its finite restrictions are true.

⇒ constructions by compactness, not proofs

Limits of edge sets

Example 3: TSTs from above see COMMENT for proof

(Thm: Given standard subspaces X ⊆ Y ⊆ |G| with X acirclic
and Y spanning (v’s and ends) and connected, there is a
TST, T say, such that X ⊆ T ⊆ Y .)
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General technique:

Approximate G by Gn (n = 1, 2, . . .): contract components
of G−G[v1, . . . , vn], keeping parallel edges but deleting loops:

figure of Gn

Example 4 (simple compactness): trying to contruct a circuit,
but finding just a set D ∈ C.

Given ∀n: a circuit Cn ∈ C(Gn)

Note: for m < n, cut criterion ⇒ Cn ∩E(Gm) ∈ C(Gm)
(The cuts of Gm are also cuts of Gn, so Cn meets them evenly.)

Compactness yields nested Dn ∈ C(Gn) with D :=
S

n Dn ∈ C(G).
Again by cut criterion: every finite cut of G is also a cut of every Gn

with n large enough, and as the Dn for those n meet it evenly so does D.

Example 5: really constructing a circle, or u–v arc in X ⊆ |G|,

Given ∀n: some u–v path Pn ⊆ X ∩Gn (= cycle through uv)

Note: for m < n, Pn induces an u–v walk on Gm

(not necessarily a path, since Pn can visit a ‘component-vx’ of Gm twice)

→ what can we say about a limit of such walks?

1st answer: its closure X is top. connected (edge-Menger),COMM’T

⇒
lemma

arc-connected ⇒ ∃ u–v arc.

2nd answer: below limit of paths
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Limits of paths

Idea: in our sequence of walks Wn , not only E(Wn) ⊆ E(Wn+1)
but Wn→Wn+1 by expanding a dummy vertex of Gn.

→ parametrize Wn as top.path, obtain limit path (continuous?)

→ extract u–v arc (lemma).
Draw [0, 1] on board, with ‘pausing-intervals’ in red. As a vx gets expanded,
replace its red interval with white intervals for bits of path & new red intervals.

Example 6 (simpler, but same principle): tour around T2 pf: pto

Proof for Example 6: The task is to define a closed top’l path that traverses
every edge exactly twice. To define this in a limit process, walk around a finite
subtree in this manner, pausing at every leaf for a non-trivial time interval.
At the next step, expand that interval to a walk around the up-tree of height 1
at that vx, again pausing at every leaf. For some x ∈ [0, 1], the image gets
redefined infinitely often. But then these images map out an upward ray
in T2, and we let the limit map map x to the end ω of that ray. Then prove
that the limit map is cont’s at such x. (It clearly is elswhere.) The proof is
nearly the same: given a nbhd Ĉ of ω, take an interval around x in [0, 1] small
enough that some σn maps it to a vx in C. Then every σm with m > n maps
x to some point in the up-tree of that vertex (possibly an end), and hence
also to Ĉ.
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Note
Well, nearly: it's precisely the Jumping Arc Lemma.
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Note
This will enable us to define an invariant of 1-chains that can distinguish $\alpha$ from boundaries. See p.16.




















